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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Cooperative vocational education has become one of the essential 
processes in the achievement of vocational education goals and objec-
tives. The purpose of cooperative vocational education programs, accord-
ing to the Vocational Education Operational Policies and Procedures for 
Cooperative Vocational Education (34), is as follows: 
To provide a program of vocational education for young 
people through a cooperative arrangement·between the school 
and employers. The student is to receive instruction, includ-
ing required academic courses and related vocational instruc-
tion, by alternation of study in school with a job in any 
occupational field (p. 1). 
These two experiences must be planned and supervised by the school and 
employers so that each contributes to the student's education and to 
his employability. The experience of the student to which the policies 
and procedures statement refers must be planned and supervised by the 
school and employers. 
Statement of the Problem 
Many employers' objectives for cooperative vocational education pro-
grams may be in conflict with the schools' objectives. The nature of 
the philosophy of those involved in the planning and sup·ervising of coop-
erative vocational education can affect the selection of the educational 
objectives, and this in turn, will be reflected in the product of the 
cooperative vocational education program (34). 
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The central problem to which thts· study· is· directed is· the extent 
of agreement between coordinators and employers relative to the ways in 
which they view the objectives of c·o-operat'ive vocational education. 
Purpose of the Study · 
The purpose of this study was·· to ascertain the extent of agreement 
between employers and coordinators regarding selected· objectives of 
cooperative vocational education. 
Limitations 
This study is limited to cooperative vocational educati©n programs 
at the secondary level in the public schools .. of Texas. 
The objectives used in this study are selected objectives of coop-
erative vocational education programs listed in Gordon Law's Handbook 
for Teacher Coordinators (19) and are· broa:d in scope in terms of all 
cooperative vocational education programs. Although· the objectives used 
in this study are not all of the objectives normally accepted for coop-
erative vocational education programs, the ones a-elected were those 
believed by state supervisors to be broad in scope in terms of all coop-
erative vocational education programs. 
Assumptions of· the Study 
There are basic as·sumptions that· need· to be identified in a study 
of this nature. The validity of the findings presented in this study 
is subj'ect to the following assumptions: (a) the panel of experts' re-
sponses are representative of what· the objectives of cooperative voca-
tional education should be, (b) responses by coordinators of cooperative 
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vocational education programs are representative of what the objectives 
of cooperative· vocat'ional educ·a·tion should be",· ('c) responses by employ-
ers of c·ooperative vocational education students are representative of 
what the objectives of cooperative vocational education should be, (d) 
the objectives us·ed in the instrument are· representative of· all cooper-
ative vocational education objectives and (3) the respondents to the 
instrument were honest. 
Definition of Terms 
For the purpose of this study a number of terms are used with very 
specific meanings as defined below: 
Cooperati.v·e vocational education: a program of vocational education 
for young people which is conducted through a cooperative arrangement 
between the school and employers to enhance the students' education and 
employability (34). 
Coordinator: a teacher in the public se·condary school who coordi-
nates school experiences and on-the"-job training for cooperative voca-
tional educati·on students. 
Objectives: the expected results of certain student educational 
activities. 
Employer: one who participates inthe cooperative vocational edu-
cation program by furnishing student training stations for on-the-job 
experiences. 
Research Question 
Do responses to the opini'Onnaire items indicate an identifiable 
pattern of agreement or lack of agreement (3.5 or above on a 5 point 
rating scale) of what employers and coordinators of cooperative voca-
tional education programs view as the objectives of cooperative voca-
tional education? 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Int·roduction 
In reviewing the literature an attempt· was made to assemble that 
which would explore three basic, broad categories. These categories 
are: (1) The nature of cooperative vocational education, (2) needs in 
cooperative vocational education, and (3) procedures for meeting the 
needs of cooperative vocational education. 
The Nature of Cooperative Vocational Education 
There have been millions of d-ollars· spent in educational programs 
to seek and implement new and creative ways· to increase the effective-
ness of American education. Educators are searching for more creative 
types of educational processes and for ways to u·tilize community re-
sources. The cooperative vocational education concept is considered an 
effective means of accomplishing the objectives of vocational education 
(14). Cooperative education isnotnew to education. The roots of coop-
erative education are found in the activities of certain engineering 
colleges in the early 1900's. The University of Cincinnati and its Dean 
Schneider (27) are credited with the development of a plan for giving 
engineering students practical job experience, mainly with loqal machine 
tool manufacturing companies. 
The development of contemporary cooperative vocational education 
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programs is a result of the 1963 Voc·ationai· Education Act, .Amendments 
of 19-6& and the guidel:ines set down in Part G,·PL 90;;..576 (34) for 
operational polic'ies and p·rocedures. The purpo'S·e· of· the cooperative 
vocational education program as indicaeed in th'e··1egis1ation is as 
follows: 
To provide a program· of .vocational education for young 
people, through a cooperative arrangement·betweeft the school 
and employers, receive instruction, including required aca-
demic courses and related vocational instruction by alter-
nation of study in school with a job in any occupational 
field, but these two experiences must be planned and super-
vised by the school and employers so that each contributes 
to the student's education and to his employability (p. 1). 
Needs of Cooperative Vocational Education 
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Robert Worthington (33) concluded that cooperative vocational edu-
cation should be guided by the principle of "selecting in" rather than 
"selecting out" of students whose needs and·wishes can be met by coop-
erative vocational education. This includes the gifted, the talented, 
the so-called regular student, the disadvantaged and· the handicapped. 
Expanding the focus of cooperative voca·tional· education programs 
is of great concern in future planning. Major barriers at the present 
time include: (a) the limited availability of qualified, full time 
cooperative vocational education coord:j:nators who· have been trained in 
the methods and techniques of cooperative vocational education, (b) the 
identification and development of· appropriat·e training stations in busi-
ness·, industry, and the professions and (c) limited understanding of 
cooperative vocational education and support by business, industry and 
the professions (35). 
Consideration of federal legislation concerning cooperative voca-
tional education and its implications is a necessity. The definition 
of cooperative vocational education contained in federal legislation 
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could legally be expanded to adjust to some· of· the- n·eeds which have 
developed in cooperative vocational education. If the interpretation 
of federal legislation could be· broadened, cooperative education could 
be utilized to provide youngsters with oppo:t"tilnities to explore careers, 
and could also serve gainful employment objectives. 
Expansion of cooperative vocational education to include exploratory 
objectives would require new measures of accountability. The success of 
cooperative vocational education programs historically has· been judged 
by the suc·cessful employment of its graduates in the field for which 
trained or in a related field. An expansion in objectives beyond gain-
ful employment also would necessitate different preparation of coordi-
nators. The in-school portion of cooperative arrangement for exploratory 
purposes probably would need to include a guidance component as well as 
occupational skill training. 
Expanding the availability of cooperative vocational education 
training stations is necessary in the development of cooperative voca-
tional education. Removing the requirement that students be paid for 
their time while on-the-job is a suggested possible solution to this 
problem. Both educators and laborers show some opposition to this re-
commendation. An effort must be made, both in terms of the number of 
possible community training stations, and in the number of participants 
·the programs are able to acc·omodate, to increase the· effectiveness of 
cooperative vocati.onal education. 
Madden (32) stated that "education must ease the transition from 
school to work" (p. 1). Some people fail to see that both the acquisi-
tion of job skills and the acquisition of a general education are needed. 
The process of acquiring job skills and that of gaining· a general 
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education are viewed at times as mutually· exclusive. 
Cooperative education is important as a process· for providing job 
skills and job exploration for students. It is very important that high 
·-priority be given efferts to generate learning· experiences which assist 
young· people in arriving at self identity, in achieving a sense of use-
fulness, and in developing job skills. Cooperative·vocational education 
poss·ibly should have broader goals. Hruska (14) says that cooperative 
educators have settled for far too little; theyhavefaiied to subject 
cooperative education to tasks beyond job skill development. If coop-
erative education is interpreted as merely providing classroom instruc-
tion that is "re·levant" to skills and attitudes on the job, then coop-
erative education is merely job training and much of its potential is 
lost. 
Broclanann (5), in his study of student success in work experience 
programs, stat·ect·· th'at a signifi.cant· shift in· emphasis in· cooperative 
v-ocationa-1 education was noted. In the· past·,· launching· of a cooperative 
vocatienal education program began with a survey of jobs in the community. 
The emerging theoretical pattern now focuses on·obtaining·as·much infor-
mation about the student· as possible and securing a training station 
community that me·ets the: ·stud·ent·' s vocational· education needs. 
Barrow (2) says that what is needed is a redirection of cooperative 
vocational education so that each student may· have· an opportunity to 
cultivate the "work ethos," and to learn to see himself psychologically 
mirrored in the work situation- --- to build his self identi·ty as worker, 
to be and to know better what manner of person he is,·what strengths, 
limi:tations, aspirations· and personal values· characterize hims. 
In the Cushman study (8) employers·were concerned·aboutwhether or 
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not students would work long enoughhourstobe·productive C1.nd worth-
whil·e, and whether the emp'l0yers would hav·e·· a- ·choice in· the· selection of 
the s·tuclents·. They expe-cted· that· the- stutlents would' perform a variety 
of tasks, hmre gnod work habits-, and"" have desi:rahie· personal attitudes. 
They wanted· the school to provid-e· specifie occupational training, pro-
vide effective coordination, and they expected the coordinators to solve 
problems that might arise. The employers would-insist that students 
work in blocks af time long enough to make· it· worthwhile. 
The Cushman study illustrates the pervasive dilemma of cooperative 
vocational education. The employer expects productivity while the stu-
dent expects the activity to have educational significance. Many employ-
ers who had participated· in the cooperative occupational program looked 
upon the programs as a source of low cost, part--time workers who may be 
assigned to perform routine tasks (26). In Pennsylvania, Kaufman (16), 
in his study on the· preparation of youth· for effective occupational 
utilization concluded that emp·loyers were· concerned with the need for 
training ·only as it affected their day"'-ttr"'day· operation. 
Gradoni ('12} believed that aims· and· ohj·ectives in the program area 
of distributive education must be restated in terms of· more immediate 
and measurable goals. Policy making and planning· should start with the 
program purposes and objectives. · Wartnke (37) used· national leaders to 
react to the purposes of programs at the high" school level and post 
high schoo-1 levels. Two thirds of the·nationaileaders'· responses to 
distributive education programs was that· high schools should prepare 
the student for initial employment on specific job·s and that they should 
learn management concepts applicable to· distributive education occupa-
tions in general. 
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In apprai:si.ng the·· contribution· ·of-- Oh±tr- -ccroperl3.tive· program training 
s·tatiun:s, Barton (1} found that: (a)· job· assignment procedures for 
d·i:stributive· edu·cation ·students-- d·id· not· cump·i-y· with· objectives established 
by the state· department of education, .. -(b-) "'j'ob- rotation did not take place 
· ·of-ten, ·~c} j'Ob ·in·struC't±on·· procedures· ·rare-iy·· -satisfied- the· objectives, 
and (d-) co·ordinators did not have the proper· mat·eriais for related study, 
On the· tJ'lthe'l'" hand-;· -he- f·ound··'that" ·eva".1.uution· procedures· for distributive 
· education student trainees ordinari1:y- were-- b-ased· on· the· ebjectives. 
Mason (·2·1) found that there was not a precise· fit between what business 
wants f;rom the trai.ning ·and -what teacher-coordinators do· in providing 
training. Vogely (36) found that employers cooperating with the.distri-
butive education work training programs gen·erally felt that student 
trainees were no mare autstanding than thos·e who-· were· not· student trainees. 
There· were ·significant diff·erences as to pe-rformance of· work after grad-
uation, and the distributive education graduates· did· not· remain in the 
fie-ld of distribution· as·· 'long- as the· nondistribotive· graduates. 
Mason (2·2-)9 in an analysis· o·f· re-iated instruction· for cooperative 
part-time programs in distributive areas in Illinois, revealed that 
growth and advancement on the job as a· result· of· training was not pro-
nounc·ed when distribut.ive education graduates· were· cmnpared with non-
graduates·. Employer opinion, however, gave stronger· indications of 
growth and advancement of the· d·istri:butive · educatien· graduates. Respon-
d·ents· indicated that there were· more· distributive· education .. graduates 
than non-graduates in the t·op-- management· bracket·. · They also indicated 
that distributive education· graduates were prepared· for advanced positions 
rather than f'Or entry p·ositions. The· idea that there was· not a precise 
fit between what business wants· from tra1ni.ng· and· what· teacher coordina-
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tors do in preparing· the t·ra·ining wa:s not f ui·iy suppo·rted. This might 
be an indicatiun of· a dichotomy between· what· the·· ·abjectives of educ a-
tional instituti·ons have for o·c-cupati·tmai" educ<a:t±on and· what business 
thinks· the- obj"ectives should be·.·· · B-orosage· (4-) de'clared· that· any area of 
school instruc·ti·on must· be'" evaluat·ed· in· terms of its centribution to 
over ail objectives. The· ·evaluation of· some· oc·cupational· programs in-
· c·ludes only placement of the stud·ent and salaries at the job entry level. 
Pelham (25) identified some impediments to· placement of-occupational 
graduates. Thec-ommunity leaders in four· cities· surveyed in Mississippi, 
, '· ~ndicated that the basic impediment to placement· was· that students were 
.... ~ " .t. "' . 
not of the quality that local· employers demand·ed-. ·· Empl'O-yer· and trainee 
ne·ed-s· were not the'f'Prtrn::1:pa:1: criteria· i.n·· program- design· and· administra-
- · · - ·· · · · · ·· tion; rather, the availability of funds and their· stipulations were per-
ceived to be dominant criteria. Searcy (28) stated· that employers' 
labor ne·eds did not demand the kinds· of· training· being provided. 
If they would concentrate on teaching· work· attitudes, 
· "etnp"l·oyer--employee relationships, respect for a job well· 
done, etc; we the employer will· provide· these· people with 
· the skills they need on the job at our machines, at our 
expense and using our personnel as teachers (p. 37). 
Cooperative educators are prone to Viewjob skill·competencyas a termi-
nal objective, and therefore· place students en jobs· near schools and 
with employers who are willing t1r cnoperate in training a· young person 
t·o meet the need'S of· business.· The danger of .. this· format·· is· that it can 
resU'lt in end·s rather than means for· the stud·ent·'·s· development. Prepa-
ration for ·employment should· be flexible· and capab·le· 0£· adapting the 
system to the individual's needs rather than the· reverse (6). 
A rep9rt by Wening (38)· on secendary vocational education revealed 
that the failure of vocational educatiell"" to· meet· occupational and educa-
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tional needs of· students and of society may, in· part,· be. attributed to 
"limited business and industry involvement in shaping· the· direction and 
program requirements of vocational· education" (p·. 39) ~ A suggested 
emphasis is that industry wants vocational education to change its role 
from one of training workers in a specific skill· to· one of training for 
a broad knowledge of industrial needs. 
Procedures for Meeting the Needs of 
Cooperative Vocational Education 
In the· protess of program development·,· it· fre-quently is· reconnnended 
that a statement of program· and learner obJectiv·es be made in measure-
able terms f·or instructional purposes.· The argument· is that without 
such objective statements assessment is impossible· and research to con-
tinuously improve programs has no objective basis. 
Research is needed at· the local level to inve·stigate and· encourage 
schools, employers, unions, and connnunity agencies, as well as parents 
and students, to work together to determine local jobneeds and courses 
which will provide experience in· actual· work situations. ·Such· activities 
would establish missing linkages· and· a lineofconnnunication·among com-
munity groups which-must work together· to provide effective· work-study 
experiences for participants. · 
Input, or personal characteristics as the student enters the pro-
gram; outputs, the changes in the cognitive· and affective knowledge and 
behavior of the student which occur·afterenrollment·and·educational 
operation, program elements which affect· student learning· and behavior, 
are basic components to be evaluated in a· program· (28).· ·Input, output 
and operations will be evaluated and interrelated in order to reach 
ded:s'i'C:>n'S'" abt>ut the· effe·ctivene'SS"' ·of·· the·· pnrgram· ·and·· its· individual 
·components. 
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A study by· Hatch .(29')· ·in· ·the· Oakland·;· Calif·ornia public school 
syst·em revealed that ·employers· rec-ommended·· a--more· effective tie-in be-
tween wh'at the student is· d·oi:ng· on the· j'ob-- antl-- the· subjects· the student 
is taking· in--s·chooi which· might· contribut·e· more directly to his work 
experience. It a-l'S'<Y suggested that· there should· be more· direct contact 
with emp-loyee· assdc'i.'art•en:s·, ·as· well as witfr empioyer groups;· for inter-
preting the purpo:se of work experience and exchanging viewpoints. 
A study o£ practices·,· procedures, situations, conditiens and other 
phenomena peculiar t·o and/or important-- in· the development· and operation 
of cooperative offi.c.e; :educat·ion· programs· came· to these· conclusions and 
re·connnendati·ons: (a) closer working relations· between· the coordinator 
and on-the-job training supervisor are needed· in explaining the relat.ed 
classroom assignments· and· in· discussing what· traini.ngthesupervisor is 
· to previde·,- (b) ·mere students· of· the luwe-r- one"'"third· in- general scholas-
tic ability and disadvantaged· students·, should·· be admitted to cooperative 
work experience· programs,· and· (c')· the-- on .... the"-j·ob· training· supervisors 
ne·ed to become more involved· in· the interviewing· of students· for place-
ment. The recommendations were: (a') the·· participants· in· cooperative 
vocationwl:·edu'Ca:t:Lun shouidmeet anddiscuss·the·use·of·written train-
ing plans and the planning· of related classroom·instructien, (b) the 
participants in the prograDr' should have· more· frequent· meetings· to discuss 
·job- placement· of· students; and· (c·) th-e-- partici:pants· in· these programs 
should seek to exchange ideas on the purposes· and objectives of the 
pregram (29). 
Cross (7) recommended: (a) all students should have vocational 
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guidance at the elementary ·and~ jun±or hi:gtr ·sc·ho·oi levels - to aid in 
select·ing cours·es· that-- will benefir·thenrwlrl1.-e· receiving- on-the-job 
training·,· (b) co-operative educ·ation programs-- ·should-be· evaluated regu-
larly t-o modify the cours·e of· study;- determine career patterns of stu-
dents,- and·· to· meet" current- io-ca·l- emp·loym.ent· ·standards'· (c-) cooperative 
education programs· shou-ld be f·lexible enough' to· train students for oc-
cupationa:l field·s· or clusters rath·er- than specific· occupations, and (d) 
schools- ·should strive· for- increased· co-ep·eration· between the school and 
1-oca·l businesses in order to provide more effective· job placement for 
all students. 
The eff·ectiveness of cooperative of·f-ice education· was evaluated by 
Kingstone (1·1-) in- New Jersey in· 197L In eva·luating· effectiveness of 
cooperative education, job information· was· collected regarding two 
groups of beginning office workers.· ·Performance findings· were based on 
ratings· of ·emp:loyees· by job· supervisors of 186 cooperative education 
- graduates and 200 non-coop-erative· off·i:ce edocati.on· graduates. The con-
clusions were: (a·) stud·ent·s- were· employed-· by· a· variety· of· companies, 
but not· all provided a· vari.ed training program·;· -Generally;, students 
spent a half-.... day in school and a ha-lf ..... day· on the· job; - ·Along with stu-
dent interest in office work; .both· schooi: and· home" influenced students 
t·o· -participate in program; (b-) schmrl, students· and· business-were strong 
supporters of cooperative office educat·ion·; ·and- (c) the· ma ill' advantages 
of the program were that it·bridged· the-gap· between· schooi·and job and 
provi-d-ed experiences-- the- students need. 
Beck's (3) evaluation was an analysis· of- the interaction of the 
influence of cooperative of·fice work experience· with· ability grouping. 
Three ability groups were developed· by ranking- 200· students -according 
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to the±r graduatin·g~ c:la'S'S;>..ostandi.ng· and· di.vidi:n·g- drem· into· three groups. 
· In non·e of· the e·i·even- rating· cons±derati.ons were those with the cooper-
ative work experience background rated higher than- those·without the 
experience. 
Those without experience were ratedsuperior·and·the·difference was 
· considered· of stat±sticai significance in the areas of-:· ·(a) total rating, 
(b) quality of work performed and dep·endabiiity' (c) initiative, (d) 
contentment· on the j·ob an·d (e) grooming and appearance. 
The conclusions were that participating in a cooperative office 
work experience program does not appear to have a positive effect on 
vocational success as determined by the employment· supervisors and that 
this ability of the subject has statistical significance· when considering 
vocational success. 
Indiana distributive education programs· were· studied in terms of 
a·chieving progr·am philosophy as perceived· by students· and teachers. 
Teacher-coordinators and students;,· in general-, believed that the philo-
sophy of distributive educat·ion is followed when the· cooperative method 
is used to teach distributive education. The evaluation· of· the students 
and teacher-coordinators was not· significantly· different· at the • 05 
level. At the , 01 level, however, significant differences· existed in 
the areas of guidance and· coordination·. ·Implications were that addi-
tional evaluation research, including input· of· training sponsors, should 
be gathered to monitor the areas that· have· been designated as somewhat 
achieving the philosophy (9). 
CHAPTER III 
METHOD OF INVESTIGATION 
Introduction 
The study attempts to ascertain the extent·of"agreement between 
empl:oyers and·· coordinators regarding selected· objectives· of· cooperative 
vocati·onal educati·on. Coordinators and employers involved· in the study 
had active·ly partic·ipated in the cooperative· vocational education pro-
gram during the· school year 1913-74 in the· state of Texas. 
Design 
An opinionnaire· was constructed by· the· investigator- using Gordon 
F. Law's (19) handbook Coop·erat·ive .Education· as· a· reference~· The opini~ 
onnaire emp'1-oyed a Likert scale, as· described· by· Oppenheim· (24) in his 
book orr Questionnaire· Design· and· Attitude· Measurement·.· · k five point 
scale, from strongly agree· tu- strongly disagree;. was used. It was 
det·ermi:n-ed: that··a··high scale would· m-e·an· a· positive· attitude· toward the 
statement. Agreement with the·statem:ent·using·this·scaie·was defined 
to be a 3. 5 or higher mean response. 
The· opini·onnaire· wa's' tnai:l~d ·to· a· state· supervisor· of·· cooperative 
education in each of the 50 states. Forty-five of· the 50 opinionnaires 
were completed and returned. Members o-f the· panel· were· asked - to respond 
to the opinionnaire as· to the suitability of· each item· and indicate any 
additions, deletions and/or suggestions for refinement· pf the items. 
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The· 31 items·· were·· ·anaiyz·ed" indep·end-ent"ly and·· ·any" "item· obtaining a 
m·ean· respun-se· of· ·less· tharr :3··~-s- f-eH.· beiow· criterion· of~ agreement and 
wa:s discarded·. · Four itens·· were c·onsidered" unsatisfactory- and were dis-
carded. 
The op-iniunnaire id·entifi:ed· seven" categories· for grouping state-
ments. ··The seven· ·cat·eg·ortes· are: (1) Conunon· Elements· Wi·th Cooperative 
Education, (2} V~due to the Stud·ent, (3-)· Value· to· the· School, (4) Value 
to the ·Employer, (5') Value to the Conununity, (6) Employer· Responsibilities, 
and (7) Program Adequacy. 
The mean response by the pan·el to six· of· the· seven· groups exceeded 
the 3.5 level. The· group including item statementson·Program·Adequacy 
received· a mean response below the·agreement·level.· See· Table Number I. 
The m·ean response for Employer Responsibilities· was· :LS;· and the mean 
respunse for Program· Ade·quacy· was 3. 3. · The .. over ail mean response by all 
of· the panel· members was 4.2. 
The refined opinionnaire was· therr·presented·in·apilot study to 
ascertain if the opinionna·ire met the requirements· necessary· for a study 
of· this nature·.· The study ind·icated a· need· to· include· the· address of 
the employer, and the· name-- ·of the persons· who· had· signed· the plans of 
study. 
The pi1"o't .. study included secondary schools in the· Austin, Texas 
Independent School District, and employers who participated in the coop-
erative educatiun program in 1973-14~· The participants· in· the pilot 
study were not included in the final study. 
In ·the pilot study all coordinators· from· each· school·wert! incltitled. 
The mailed op·inionnaire contained the name· of· the· randomly selected em-
. ployer who· had participated in· the cooperative· program· in· 1973-74. The 
TABLE I 
PANEL OF EXPERTS ASSESSMENT OF SUITABILITY OF THIRTY-ONE 
OPINIONNAIRE ITEMS 
Mean Responses of Panel for Categories 
Common Elements Value to 
Category With Coop. Education Student 
Mean Responses 4.7 4.5 
Cummulative Mean = 4.2 
Value to 
School 
4.6 
Value to 
Employer 
4.0 
Value to 
Conmmnity 
4.3 
Employer 
Responsibilities 
3.8 
Program 
Adequacy 
3.3 
...... 
00 
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coordinator was· asked·- to· comp·lete· .. the· ·opin:i:onnai.re- and· ai·so · supply the 
name· and mai:li.ng· addres·s·- for the ptrrS·otr responsi:bie- for" signing the 
trai.ning· p·lan· fur that· l!Ill.pi:oyer. ·This· writer feit· a· more· realistic 
employer resp·on·se· would-- ·be .. reali-zed·· i.f- the· response· came· from one who 
was id-entifi.'etl* W'i't'h~ th-e~ school" program~~·- Ta'bie·· TI .. summarizes the results 
of ·the pilot study. 
De·scrip·ti.on· of· the Population 
The samples used· in .. this study were drawn from the 20 Texas Educa-
tional S·erv·ice Regions (Appendix A). The regions were geographically 
designed by the Texas Education Agency using concentration of public 
school activity as the number one priority. 
In each reg·ion all the schools offering· cooperative· vocational edu-
ca·tiun were· divided·· i.nto three· categories ac·cording- to .. average daily 
attendance. One lis·t included· all· the·- schools in each· region which had 
an average daily attendance frum· 0 to l,OOO. ·Another list· included all 
the schcro·ls offering cooperative vocational· education· in each region 
with average daily· attendance- from i ,·00-1· to .. 2;000·. ··A" third" list included 
all schools offering cooperat·ive vocational education· in· each region with 
average daily attendan"C-e" from -2, 001 and above. 
Twenty percent o-f· the· ·s·chools in each· of··these· groups· was randomly 
selected through the us·e .. of the· table of· random· number'S·. · ·The offerings 
in each school were identified· according to the six program areas as 
defined by the United s·ta:tes Office of Education.·· When· a· program area 
was represented by more than one· program· within any-- school, a random 
selection of one program to· represent that .. program· area· was made. The 
six programareasare as follows: (1) Cooperative· Vocational Agriculture, 
Category 
Connnon Elements of 
Cooperative Education 
Value to Student 
Value to School 
Value to Employer 
Value to Connnunity 
TABLE II 
SUMMARY OF MEAN RESPONSES BY CATEGORY 
Coordinator Mean Response 
4.6 
4.7 
4.5 
4.1 
4.4 
Employers Responsibility 4.3 
Program Adequacy 
Cunnnula tive Mean 
Coordinators - 4.3 
Employers - 4.0 
3.5 
Employer Mean Response 
4.1 
4.3 
4.1 
3.7 
4.0 
3.6 
4.0 
NI 
0 
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(2) Cooperative Vocational Homemaking, (3) Cooperativ-e Vocational Dis-
tributive Education, (4) Cooperative Vocational" Health Occupations, (5) 
Industrial Cooperative· Training, and·{&)· Cot>perative-Office Education. 
Adminis·teri:ng··the- Opinionnaire 
The opinitmna:i.re which· was· maiied·· to· the selected; coordinators, 
included the name of an employer· randpJniy .selected· from· each school's 
report to ·th~·.fixa:s·· '.Educati:on Agency in addition· to· selected items or 
stat-einents of cooperative vocational education program objectives. The 
coordinat·or was asked to complete· the information· part· of· the opinion-
naire· by furnishing· the· address of the employer listed· and the name of 
the person·responsibie for signing the training· plan". ·After each opin-
ionnaire was returned, a similar opinionnairewithout"'the· employer in-
formation,_. was sent to the employers. It was recognized· that without a 
100-p-ercent return of the coordinators' opinionnaires; there would be a 
loss of employer response. In cases where the coordinators-were unable 
to provide an employer address, lecal telephone· directories· were used. 
A-11 op1.nionnaires were accompanied· by· a seif ... addressed·envelope. The 
letters of instructions to the· coordinators· and· employers· are reproduced 
in Appendix c. 
Analysis·Procedures 
- ·The· data collected by ·t·he"op'i:nionnai:re-was· analyzed·using frequen-
cies, percentag·es and· mean-- responses to a·scertain· if· responses to the 
opinionnaire items indicated any identi.fi.able· patterns .. of· agreement be-
tween coordinator and employers regarding the· item statements. A five 
point Likert rating scale was used· to compare the responses. The 
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investigat·or' s interpretati-on of· the·s-e- respons·es· as· established by the 
opini'onnaire was: (5. O) strong·ly ag·ree, (4·.) ·agree;· -(3·. O) undecided, 
(2.0) disagree, and (LO) strongly disagree-~- ·A··m-ean· response of 3.5 or 
above was consi:dered by··the·· author· to· indicate- agreement· with· the selected 
/ 
cooperativ·e V'O·cational education· program objectives.· \jhis· data is pre-
sented and analyzed in Chapter IV and summarized·· with-recommendations for 
utili·zation and f·or· further study and investigation· in Chapter V • 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
Introduction 
The data collected for the study is presented· and analyzed in this 
chapter. The first section presents the agreement between coordinators 
and employers regarding the seven groups of selected cooperative voca-
tional education objectives. The second section uses the appropriate 
parts of each of the seven groups to test the researchquestion stated 
in Chapter I. 
Treatment of Data 
Table III shows the mean responses of the coordinators and the em-
ployers for each of the seven groups of selected objectives for coopera-
tive vocational education. None of the mean group responses were below 
the lower limits of agreement with the·item statements. The coordinators' 
mean responses were consistently higher on all of the mean responses ex-
cept for "Program Adequacy." The employers indicated that the most impor-
tant objectives were those related to"Value to School," while the coor-
dinators indicated that the most important ones were related to "Value 
to Student." 
"Common Elements with Cooperative Vocational Education" included 
the following four items: 
23 
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TABLE III 
GROUP MEAN RESPONSES 
Group Label Coordinator Employer 
1 Common Elements with 
Cooperative Education 4.4 4.1 
2 Value to Students 4.5 4.1 
3 Value to School 4.3 4.2 
4 Value to Employers 4.0 3.9 
5 Value to Community 4.2 4.0 
6 Employer Responsibilities 4.1 3.8 
7 Program Adequacy 3.6 3.7 
Item 1. Cooperative Vocational Education should include occupational 
orientation and job counseling, together with related tech-
nical instruction in school. 
Item 2. Cooperative Vocational Education should include coordina-
tion of school and work activities through job visitations 
by school personnel. 
Item 3. Cooperative Vocational Education should include cooperative 
school and employer development of appropriate classroom, 
work and job experience. 
Item 4. School credit for combined employment training and related 
school work should be given. 
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Both the coordinators' and employers' mean responses were above 
the point for agreement to the four item statements as shown in Table IV. 
The coordinators' mean responses were consistently higher on all four 
items than were those of the employers'. 
ITEM 
1 
2 
3 
4 
TABLE IV 
MEAN RESPONSES FOR COMMON ELEMENTS WITH 
COOPERATIVE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
COORDINATOR 
4.4 
4.4 
4.2 
4.5 
EMPLOYER 
4.2 
4.0 
3.9 
4.2 
An analysis of variance treatment of the data showed a significant 
difference between the coordinators' and employers' mean responses at the 
0.01 level of probability for all four item statements (Appendix D). 
"Value to Students", labeled as Group 2, included the following 
four item statements: 
Item 5. Students should have opportunity of learning useful employ-
ment skills on real jobs, under actual working conditions. 
Item 6. Students should develop understanding, appreciation and 
respect within the student. 
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Item 7. On-the-job training should develop maturity and self res-
pect within the student. 
Item 8. Work e~perience should stimulate the student to learn more 
in school and on the job. 
The mean response~ for each of the four items in Group 2 were above 
the point for agreement for both the coordinators and employers. See 
Table V. The coordinators' responses were consistantly higher on all 
four items. 
ITEM 
5 
6 
7 
8 
TABLE V 
MEAN RESPONSES FOR VALUE TO STUDENTS 
COORDINATOR 
4.7 
4.5 
4.5 
4.5 
EMPLOYER 
4.5 
4.2 
4.3 
4.2 
An analysis of variance treatment of the data showed a significant 
difference between the coordinators' and employers' mean responses at the 
0.01 level of probability for all four items (Appendix D). 
"Value to Schools" included item statements as follows: 
Item 9. The Cooperative Vocational Education program should extend 
VI. 
ITEM 
9 
10 
11 
12 
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opportunities which are needed for entry level jobs. 
Item 10. The skills aq.d knowledge of outstand·ing· individuals out-
side the school should be utilized and this would be help-
ful in reaching the goals of education. 
Item 11. Teachers, Guidance Counselors and School Administration 
should be provided with improved opportunities to keep in 
touch with changing employment conditions through the 
Cooperative Education Program. 
Item 12. The Cooperative Vocational Education program should demon-
strate that education is indeed a community-wide responsi-
bility. 
All items in Group 3 were above the point for agreement. See Table 
TABLE VI 
MEAN RESPONSES FOR VALUE TO SCHOOLS 
COORDINATOR 
4.3 
4.3 
4.3 
4.4 
EMPLOYER 
4.1 
4.1 
4.2 
4.2 
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An analysis of variance treatment of the data indicated that the 
mean responses for coordinators were s-ignificantly- higher on all four 
items. Items 9 and 12 were significant at the 0.0'1 level of probability, 
while items 10 and 11 were significant at the 0.05 level (Appendix D). 
The items included in Group 4 and labeled "Value to Employers" are: 
Item 13. The Co·operative Vocational Education program should give 
assistance to employers in analyzing jobs and devising 
training outlines. 
Item 14. The Cooperative Vocational Education program should provide 
an opportnnity for participation by business and industry 
in a community service. 
Item 15. Employers and labor unions who participate in Cooperative 
Vocational Education should receive the benefits of the 
schools testing and guidance services. 
Item 16. Classroom instruction should give the-student-learner a 
more thorough appreciation of job-related theory and 
knowledge. 
All mean responses were above the point for agreement to the four 
item statements. The mean responses were higher for coordinators on all 
of the items in Group 4 except item statement 15. See Table VII. 
An analysis of varianc·e treatment of the data indicated that the 
coordinators' mean response was significantly higher for items 13, 14 
and 16, while the employers' mean response was significantly higher for 
item 15 (Appendix D). 
"Values to the Community" included item statements as follows: 
Item 17. The number of young people who fail to make a successful 
transition from school to work should be diminished. 
ITEM 
13 
14 
15 
16 
TABLE VII 
MEAN RESPONSES FOR VALUE TO EMPLOYERS 
COORDINATOR 
3.9 
4.2 
3.5 
4.3 
EMPLOYER 
3.7 
4.0 
3.7 
4.1 
Item 18. A continuing pattern of school-community relationship 
should be developed. 
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It~m 19. The Cooperative Vocational Education program should help 
improve the community's pattern of job stability. 
Item 20. The community should retain both youth and industry more 
effectively with effective Vocational Cooperative Educa-
tion program. 
The mean response for coordinators and the employers were above the 
point for agreement to all four of the item statements in Group 5. See 
Table VIII. 
An analysis of variance treatment of the data indicated that the 
coordinators' m·ean' response was significantly higher for item statements 
17, 18 and 19. The probability for item 20 was at the .28 level (Appen-
dix D), 
"Employer Responsibilities" included the following item statements: 
ITEM 
17 
18 
19 
20 
TABLE VIII 
MEAN RESPONSES FOR VALUE TO THE COMMUNITY 
COORDINATOR 
4.1 
4.3 
4.2 
4.1 
EMPLOYER 
3.9 
4.0 
4.0 
4.1 
Item 21. Student-learners should be paid at least the prevailing 
rate for beginning workers. 
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Item 22. The training outline should be very useful to the employer 
in determining in advance what the trainee is expected to 
learn while on the job. 
Item 23. The employer should use training outlines as a reminder 
of the scope of training to be provided. 
Item 24. The employer should provide the- student· both with training 
and work experience. 
The mean response for coordinators and employers for items 22, 23 
and 24 were above the point of agreement, while employer response to 
item statement 21 was below that point. See Table IX. 
An analysis of variance treatment of the data indicated a signifi-
cant difference in mean responses between the coordinators and employers 
for items 21, 23 and 24 at the 0.01 level of probability with item 22 
significantly different at the 0.06 level (Appendix D). 
ITEM 
21 
22 
23 
24 
TABLE IX 
MEAN RESPONSES FOR EMPLOYER RESPONSIBILITIES 
COORDINATOR 
3.9 
4.0 
4.0 
4.4 
EMPLOYER 
3.4 
3.9 
3.7 
4.1 
"Program Adequacy" includes the following item statements: 
Item 25. Students in Cooperative Vocational Education should be 
prepared to work without supervision. 
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Item 26. More attention should be given in the classroom to human 
relations related to specific occupations. 
Item 27. On-the-job training should be oriented·more to the needs 
of business. 
Mean responses for item 25 were below the point· of agreement for 
both the coordinators and employers. Items 26 and 27 were above the 
point for agreement. Mean responses for item 27 were higher for the 
employers than for the coordinators~ See Table X. 
ITEM 
25 
26 
27 
TABLE X 
MEAN RESPONSES FOR PROGRAM ADEQUACY 
COORDINATOR 
3.2 
4.0 
3.8 
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EMPLOYER 
3.2 
3.9 
4.0 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
The purpose of this study was to ascertain the extent of agreement 
between employers· and coordinators with selected objectives of coopera-
tive vocational education. An attempt was made to identify patterns of 
agreement concerning those objectivesbetween·coordinators·and employers 
of cooperative vocational education student's in the state of Texas. 
In each of the 20 educational service· center regions, .each of the 
secondary schools offering cooperati.ve vocationaleducati.on was grouped 
into classifications based on average daily attendance-of·O to 1,000, 
1,001 to 2,000 or above 2,000. Twenty percent of· the· schools in each of 
the three groups was selected to participate· in the study by using the 
table of random numbers. The offerings in each· school· were separated 
into six cooperative vocational education· program areas. 
The first section of the study presents· the· agreement· between coor-
dinators and employers regarding the sevengroupsof·coopertive voca-
tional education objectives. The seven groops·are~ (l)·Connnon Elements 
with Cooperative Vocational Education,· (2) Value to Students,· (3) Value 
to School, (4) Value to Employer,· (5) Value to the Community, (6) Employer 
Responsibilities and (7) Program Adequacy• 
Mean responses of the coordinators· and employers were above the 
point of agreement for the seven groups of selected objectives. Only 
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one group, "Program' :Adequa:cy," had a' mean response· for the employers 
whi·ch wa·s· hi-gher"·than that· of tb:e· co·ordinators. 
The employers indicated that the·most·importl!lnt·objectives were 
thos·e relating tO" "Value to the School," while· those relating to "Value 
t'o the· ·Student" were considered most important· by· the· coordinator. 
The S'ec·ond section of the study ·presents the seven· groups divided 
into item statements ta test the research questi·on·; · Le~ , the extent of 
agreement between coordinators and employers·with selected objectives of 
cooperative vocational education. A pattern·of .. agreementbetween the 
coordinator· and employer with the selected· objectives· can be identified 
except for "student-learners should bepaid at least·the·prevailing rate 
for beginning workers," and "students in cooperative vocational educa-
tion should be prepared to work without supervision." The mean response 
of the ·employers to the student-learner- pay· scale was below the point of 
agreement. The employers' and the coordinators' mean·responses·were both 
below the point of agreement with "students in cooperative vocational 
education should be prepared to work without supervision." The coordi-
nator was in agreement with the student learner· pay scale objective. 
The coordinators gave higher mean responses teali item statements 
except for "employers and labor unienswho participate in cooperative 
vocational education sheuld receive the benefits· of the· s·chools testing 
and guidance services", and "on-the-job training shouid·beoriented more 
to the need·s· of business. 11 
Although both coordinators and· employers· were·· in· agreement with 25 
of the 27 item statements,· there were three items where no significant 
differences of mean responses between the coordinator· and employer were 
I 
indicated by an analysis of variance treatment· of the·data~ These were: 
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( 1) The commun1:ty should r-e·tai:n both- youth' and industry· more effectively 
with effect·ive· cooperative vocational education· programs-;· (2) students 
in cooperative· vocational education shouid·be·prepared·to·work without 
supervision and (3) more attention should be given· in· the· classroom to 
human relations related ta specific occupations. 
Although the mean respanse for the program adequacy·group·was above 
the established point of·· agreement, it was the lowest recorded. The 
attitudes reflected in the low responses may be the result of a misunder-
standing of the statement concerned with· a students' ability to work with-
. ·ofl't' ·'S"Upervision. Some respondents may have considered this objective to 
be a part of their training· program, while· others may· have cansidered 
this t·o be an objective to be attained upon completing the program. 
~ployers appear to view cooperative vocational· education as a 
m'ean:S'of meet·ing the needs of industry,·and·theneeds·of·the·student are 
of secondary importance and is the resp·onsibiiity· of· the educational 
.institution. 
The coordinator appeared to view· the .. porpose of cooperative voca-
tional education as a means of meeting the needs of· the individual stu-
dent and that all other outcomes, although· of importance to the society, 
are sec·ondacy to that purpose. 
The cooperative vocati·onai· education program is an- important part 
of our educational process, according to the mean responses of both the 
caordinator and employer, although there is some question in terms of 
priorities fer an effective cooperative vecati.onal· education program. 
Had the selected objectives been written by employers rather· than educa-
tors, we·· may have found an ent·irely different attitude. 
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Conclusions 
More imp-ertanc-e should· be plac-ed-· upon· the· selection· of· objectives 
for the cooperative· vocatienal· educati.on- programs--... ·· A· cooperative effort 
between the coordinator and- employer may be·come· more of· a reality and 
resul-t in a quality program if an agreement· is- f·ound· between the coordi-
nator and employer and each has pla-ced the· same priority· upon the obj ec-
tives of cooperative vocatianal education. 
1. Coordinators and employers should-· c·ooperate in the development 
of a set of abjectives for each training program. 
2. Evaluation of caoperativevocational·educationprograms should 
be based upon measurable objectives to insure a quality program. 
3. The coordinators in the··state·-·of·--T-exas-, through group partici-
-pati:on, should develop a series- of measurable objectives. 
Recommendations for Further Study 
As an outgrowth af this study, the following problems for further 
• 
study are suggested: 
1. A comparable study us·ing objectives- formulated· with employer 
input. 
2. A study to develop a comprehensive list of· objectives for coop-
erative vocational· education. 
3. Repli:cate this study to ascertain any change· in· coordinator or 
employer attitudes. 
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APPENDIX A 
NUMERICAL LISTING OF EDUCATIONA'L' SERVICE CENTER 
REGIONS AND COUNTIES INCLUDED- IN EACH REGION 
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Region Number I - By County: 
Cameron, Hidalgo, Jim· Hogg·;. StaTr;, Webb·, Wiilacy, Zapata 
Region Number II - By County: 
Aransas, Bee, Brooks, Duval;. Jim Weiis;.·Kenedy;·Kieberg; Live Oak, 
McMullen, Nuec·es, San Patricio 
Region Number TI I - By County: 
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Calhoun, Colorado:, DeWitt·,· Gt>i'iad·; Jackson·;.· Karnes·;·· Lavaca;.· Matagorda, 
Refugio, Victoria, Wharton 
Region Number IV - By County: 
Brazoria, Chambers, Fort Bend,· Galveston;· Harris·;· Liberty, Waller 
Region Numb-er V - By County: 
Hardin, Jasper, Jefferson, Newton,· Orange, Tyler 
Region Number VI - By County: 
Austin, Brazos, Burleson, Grimes, Houston, Leon, Madison, Milan, 
Montgomery, Polk, Rabertson, San Jacinta, Trinity, Walker, 
Washington 
Region Number VII - By Caunty: 
Anderson, Angelina, Cherokee, Gregg, Harrison, Henderson, Nacogdoches, 
Panola, Raines, Rusk, Sabine;. San Augustine, Shelby, Smith, Upshur, 
Van Zandt, Wood 
Region Number VIII - By· County: 
Bowie, Camp, Cass, Delta, Franklin, Hopkins, Lamar·;.· Marion, Morris, 
Red River, Titus 
Region Number IX - By County: 
Archer, Bayler, Clay, Foard, Hardeman; - ;Jack;· Knox·, -Montague, Throck-
morton, Wichita, Wilbarger, Young 
Region Number X - By County: 
Collins, Dallas, Ellis·, Fannin·,·· Grays-cm;.· Hunt·, Kaufman; Rockwall 
Region Number XI - By County: 
Cooke, Dent·on, Erath, Hood, Johnson, Polo-Pinto;.· Parker;. Somervell, 
Tarrant, Wise 
Region Number XII - By County: 
Bell, Bosque, Coryell, Fal·ls, Freestone-,· Hamilton·,· Hill, Lampasas, 
Limestone, McLennan, Mills, Navarro 
Reg:i.on Number XIII ... By County: 
Bastrop, ·Blanco, Burnet, Caldwell, Comal, Fayette·,· Gillespie, Gonzales, 
Guadalupe, Hays, Kendall; Lee, Llano, Travis·, Williamson 
Region Number XIV - By County: 
Callahan, Comanche, Eastland, Fisher, Haskell;· Jones;·Mitchell, Nolan, 
Scurry, Shackleford,·.Stephens;. Stonewa·ll, Taylor 
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Region Number XV - By County: 
Brown, Coke, Coleman, Concho, Crockett, Edwards,· Irion, Kimble, 
McCulloch, Mason, Menard, Runnels, San· Saba·, Schleicher, Sterling, 
Sulton, Tom Green, Val Verde 
Region Number XVI - By County: 
Armstrong, Briscoe, Carson' Castro, Childress,·Collinsworth, Dallam, 
Deaf Smith, Donley, Grary, Hall, Hansford, Hartley, Hemphill, 
Hutchison, Lipscomb, Moore, Ochiltree, Oldham;·Parmer, Potter, 
Randall, Roberts, Sherman, Swisher, Wheeler 
Region Number XVII - By County: 
Bailey, Borden, Cochran, Cottle, Crosby, Dawson,Dickerson, Floyd, 
Gaines, Garza, Hale, Hockley, Kent, King, Lamb, Lubbock, Lynn, 
Motley, Terry, Yoakum 
Region Number XVIII - By County: 
Andrews, Brewster, Crane, Culberson, Ector, Glasscock, Howard, 
Jeff Davis, Loving, Martin, Midland, Pecos, Presidio, Reagan, 
Reeves, Terrell, Upton, Ward, Winkler 
Region: Number· XIX-"- By County: 
El Paso, Hudspeth 
Region Number XX - By County: 
Atacosa, Bandera, Bexar, Dimmit, Frio, Kerr, Kinney, LaSalle, Maverick, 
Medina, Real, Uvalde, Wilson, Zavala 
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OPINIONNAIRE 
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OPINIONNAIRE 
The following is a list of statements in terms of what Cooperative Vocational 
Education·should accomplish at the secondary level. Please respond to each state-
ment by marking the rating scale at the right of each statement. 
Example: 
11 ..... GI :>. GI 
9-l ;I GI 9-l GI 00 
"' 
00 "' i:: GI GI u 00 i:: co 
0 GI GI GI Ill 0 Ill 
A. There should be a systematic progression of skills "'"' ~ '8 ID "'Ill .... 00 '" .... '" and techniques through a definite pattern of learn- Cl.I< ~ ~ Cl.I~ 
ing experiences on the job. (5) (4) (3) (2) (1) 
COMMON ELEMENTS WITII COOPERATIVE EDUCATION 
1. Cooperative Vocational Education should include 
occupational orientation and job counseling, to-
gether with related technical instruction in school. (5) (4) (3) (2) (1) 
2. Cooperative Vocational Education should include 
coordination of school and work activities through 
job visitations by school personnel. (5) (4) (3) (2) (1) 
3. Cooperative Vocational Education s~ould include 
cooperative school and employer development of 
appropriate classroom, work and job experience. (5)- (4) (3) (2) (1) 
4. School credit for combined employment training_ 
and related schoolwork should be given. (5) (4) . (3) (2) (1) 
VALUE TO STUDENT 
5. Students should have opportunity of learning use-
ful er~ployment skills on real jobs, under actual 
working conditions. (5) (4) (3) (2) (1) 
6. Students should develop understanding, appreciation 
and respect within the student. (5) (4) (3) (2) (1) 
7. On-the-job training should develop maturity and 
self respect within the student. (5) (4) (3) (2) (1) 
8. Work experience should stimulate the student to 
learn more in school and on the job. (5) (4) (3) (2) (1) 
VALUE TO THE SCHOOL 
9. The Cooperative Vocational Education program should 
extend opportunities which are needed for entry 
level jobs. (5) (4) (3) (2) (1) 
>. ~ Cll 
.-I ~ Cll llO 
"' ~ ·~ Cll u co Cll Cll 111 
ti ti, "' 'ti Ill ~ c:: .... en <· ::> e::i (5) (4) (3) (2) 
EMPLOYER RESPONSIBILITIES 
21. student-learners should be paid at least the 
pr~ailing rate for beginning workers. (5) (4) (3) (2) 
22. The training outline should be very useful to 
the employer in determining in advance what the 
trainee is expected to learn while on the job •. (5) (4) (3) (2) 
23. The employer should use training outlines as a 
reminder of the scope of training to be provided. (5) (4) (3) (2) 
24. The employer should provide the student both with 
training and work experience. (5) (4) (3) (2) 
PROGRAM ADEQUACY 
25. Students in Cooperative Vocational Education should 
be prepared to work without supervision. (5) (4) (3) (2) 
26. More attention should be given in the classroom to 
human relations related to specific occupations. (5) (4) (3) (2) 
27. On-the-job training should be oriented more to the 
needs of business. (5) (4) (3) (2) 
28. Please list any ideas you might have concerning 
ways to increase the effectiveness of the Coopera-
tive Vocational Education Program. 
If more space is needed. please use reverse side of this page. 
QUestionnaire Completed by 
-·_coop. Ag. __ Coop. D.E. __ Coop. Hmmkg. __ Coop. Ind. __ Coop. Health ___ v.o.E • 
. . Pl_Mse complete the infQl'.lfiAt:l\:in below 
The employer listed on the right has 
been randomly selected from your geo-
graphical area in Texas. Please com-
plete the information on the other two 
lines so that a questionnaire, just as 
the one you have completed may be 
mailed to the employer. Please be 
sure that the address is a mailing 
address. Thdnks again for your 
cooperation. 
(Employer name) 
(Employer mailing address) 
(person signing training plan for 
employer) 
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(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
10. The skills and knowledge of outstanding individuals 
outside the school should be utilized and this would 
I>.. 
r-1 
llO 
d QI QI 
0 QI QI 
l:l t'o t'o 
en < < 
(5) (4) 
be helpful in reaching the goals of education. (5) (4) 
11. Teachers, Guidance Counselors and School Administra-
tion should be provided with improved opportunities 
to keep in touch with changing employment conditions 
through the Cooperative Education program. (5) (4) 
12. The Cooperative Vocational Education program should 
demonstrate that education is indeed a community-
wide responsibility. (5) (4) 
VALUE TO THE EMPLOYER 
13. The Cooperative Vocational Education program should 
give assistance to employers in analyzing jobs and 
devising training outlines. (5) (4) 
14. The Cooperative Vocational Education program should 
provide an opportunity for participation by business 
and industry in a community service. (5) (4) 
15. Employers and labor unions who participate in 
Cooperative Vocational Education should receive 
the benefits of the schools testing and guidance 
services. 
16. Classroom instruction should give the student-
learner a more thorough appreciation of job-
related theory and knowledge. 
VALUES TO THE COMMUNITY 
17. The number of young people who fail to make a suc-
cessful transition from school to work should be 
diminished. 
18. A continuing pattern of school-community relation-
ship should be developed. 
19. The Cooperative Vocational Education program should 
help improve the community's pattern of job 
stability. 
20. The community should retain both youth and 
industry more effectively with effective 
Vocational Cooperative Education program. 
(5) (4) 
(5) (4) 
(5) (4) 
(5) (4) 
(5) (4) 
(5) (4) 
11 
;I 
() 
QI 
;g 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
QI 
QI 
"" : 
II) 
o,..f 
j::I 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
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(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
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(5) (4) (3) (2) (1) 
EMPLOYER RESPONSIBILITIES 
21. Student-learners should be paid at least the 
prevailing rate for beginning workers. (5) (4) (3) (2) (1) 
22. The training outline should be very useful to 
the employer in determining in advance what the 
trainee is expected to learn while on the job. (5) (4) (3) (2) (1) 
23. The 'employer should use training outlines as a 
reminder of the scope of training to be provided. (5) (4) (3) (2) (1) 
24. The employer should provide the student both with 
training and work experience. (5) (4) (3) (2) (1) 
PROGRAM ADEQUACY 
25. Students in Cooperative Vocational Education should 
be prepared to work without supervision. (5) (4) (3) (2) (1) 
26. More attention should be given in the classr.oom to 
human relations related to specific occupations. (5) (4) (3) (2) (1) 
27. On-the-job training should be oriented more to the 
needs of business. (5) (4) (3) (2) (1) 
28. Please list any ideas you might have concerning 
ways to increase the effectiveness of the Coopera-
tive Vocational Education Program. 
If more space is needed, please use reverse side of this page. 
APPENDIX C 
LETTER TO COORDINATORS 
LETTER TO EMPLOYER 
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Dear Teacher-Coordinator, 
As a teacher-coordinator in a Cooperative Vocational 
Education program, you have certain perceptions of 
what· a Cooperative Vocational Education program should 
accomplish. 
The enclosed questionnaire asks that you express your 
opinion in terms of agreement or disagreement with the 
statements about Cooperative Vocational Education. Also, 
the information at the end of the questionnaire will be 
51 
of vital importance and I would appreciate your complet-
ing this part of the instrument. A self-addressed, stamped 
envelope is enclosed for your convenience. 
I want to thank you in advance for your time and expertise 
in.completing this instrument. 
Sincerely, 
r::~ 
Research Assistant 
. Texas Education Agency 
Austin, Texas 
Dear Employer: 
You have participated in the Cooperative Vocational 
Education program by furnishing a student froin the local 
high school a training station for on-the-job training. 
As a participating employer, you have certain perceptions 
of what a Cooperative Vocational Education program should 
accomplish. · 
The enclosed questionnaire asks that you express your 
opinion in terms of agreement or disagreement with the 
statements which indicate what Cooperative Vocational 
Education should accomplish. 
Your response to the i tere.s on the questionnaire and its 
return will help in terms of educational planning. A 
self-addressed, stamped envelope is enclosed for your 
convenience. · 
Thank you in a~vance for your cooperation. 
Sincere~y './-L.___ . 
~ 
eeton 
. Research ;.ssistant 
Texas Education 1.gency 
Austin, Texas 
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APPENDIX D 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE COORDINATORS 
AND THE EMPLOYERS 
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ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE COORDINATORS 
AND THE EMPLOYERS 
Item D.F. Between Group Within Group F-Ration F-Prob. 
Mean Squares Mean Squares 
1. 1/480 6.2106 .2434 25.518 .01 
2. 1/481 15.8989 .4257 37.350 .01 
3. 1/477 6.7699 .3924 17.253 .01 
4. 1/481 14.1302 .3602 39.225 .01 
5. 1/483 4.6473 .2158 21.538 .01 
6. 1/466 7.3819 .2897 25.481 .01 
7. 1/483 4.9402 .2613 18.904 .01 
8. 1/479 5.0429 .3035 16.613 .01 
9. 1/475 5. 2971 .3023 17.520 • 01 
10. 1/384 1.3653 .3610 3.782 • 05 
11. 1/382 1. 2816 .3245 3.949 .05 
12. 1/384 3.0434 .3062 9.940 .01 
13. 1/381 5.8290 .5363 10.869 • 01 
14. 1/382 4.3530 .3335 13.054 .01 
15. 1/380 3.3945 .6928 4.900 .02 
16. 1/383 3.4161 .2756 12.395 .01 
17. 1/380 6.3335 .6597 9.601 .01 
18. 1/383 5.1838 .2671 19.406 .01 
19. 1/381 2.9423 .3487 8.437 .01 
20. 1/378 .4096 .3513 1.166 .28 
21. 1/480 1.1175 1.0782 28.860 • 01 
22. 1/481 1.6446 .4913 3.347 .06 
23. 1/479 6.6310 .5209 12.731 .01 
24. 1/479 9.3845 .3083 30.441 .01 
25. 1/462 .0197 1.4247 .014 .90 
26. 1/465 .0528 .5645 .093 .76 
27. 1/457 5.9651 .6103 9. 774 .01 
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